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Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) provide a highly capable, agile platform, ideally
suited for intelligence/surveillance/reconnaissance missions, urban search and rescue, and
scientific exploration. Critical to the success of these tasks is a system which moves autonomously through an unknown, obstacle-strewn, GPS-denied environment. Classical
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) approaches rely on large, heavy sensors
to generate 3-D information about a MAV’s surroundings, severely limiting its abilities.
This motivates a study of Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM), an algorithm requiring only a single camera to provide 3-D data to an autonomous navigation system. Metric
properties of 3-D MAV pose estimates are compared with physical measurements to explore tracking accuracy. Additionally, a discrete wavelet transform-based keypoint detector is implemented for a feasibility study on improving map density in low-visual-detail
environments. Finally, a system is presented that integrates PTAM, autonomous MAV
control, and a human interface for manual control and data logging.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
An extraterrestrial landscape, a deep cave on Earth, and parts of an ancient burial
structure are all environments that cannot presently be explored without endangering human life. Likewise, unstructured disaster areas, such as a burning or partially collapsed
building, the aftermath of a tornado, hurricane, or earthquake, and a combat zone are
dangerous environments that fire fighters, police officers, and military personnel must
currently navigate to locate and rescue injured persons.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are promising platforms for such applications. However, the size of traditional UAV platforms prevents them from operating in
many exploration and rescue scenarios. For example, the Predator Drone is a fixed wing
UAV with a wingspan of approximately 16.8 meters that weighs approximately 814.2 kg
when its 378.5 liter fuel tank is full [11]. It is hardly scalable or agile enough for the careful analysis of the enclosed environments described above. In contrast, small and lightweight UAVs, called Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs), are much more appropriate platforms for these application domains. For example, the AR.Drone Parrot, shown in figure
1.1 is a small (52.5 x 51.5 cm) battery-powered quad-rotor MAV that weighs only 420
grams when equipped with its protective indoor hull [12]. As sensor technologies progress and continue to scale down in size and weight, future MAVs, such as the bioinspired platform discussed in [14], could lend themselves to exploration in increasingly
confined environments.
1

Figure 1.1

AR.Drone Parrot MAV hovering indoors

Exploiting the amazing capabilities of a MAV requires providing it with the ability to move autonomously through an unknown, obstacle-strewn, GPS-denied environment. Classical simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) approaches rely on large,
heavy sensors to generate 3-D information about a MAV’s surroundings, severely limiting its abilities. This thesis therefore explores autonomous navigation solutions using a
single, lightweight camera; methods to navigate through low-feature areas using this
camera; and the integration of autonomous navigation capability into a MAV framework.
Chapter 2 explores various methods from the literature for achieving localization
and mapping with a single camera. Then, a focused discussion of the chosen method for
this thesis, Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM), follows. Chapter 2 concludes with
an investigation of PTAM’s metric camera pose and map point position estimates as
2

compared to physical measurements during purely translational and rotational movements in space.
Given that PTAM relies heavily on image keypoints for building a threedimensional map, the third chapter begins with a brief discussion of a couple of trusted
keypoint detection methods, one of which being the keypoint detector used by PTAM,
and discusses their shortcomings with respect to operation in environments that lack
sharp, distinguishable features, such as corners and edges. The focus of chapter 3 is an
alternative discrete wavelet transform-based salient point detector (DWTSPD) that is able
to extract a relatively large number of keypoints in low-detail regions where other methods do not perform particularly well. Chapter 3 then presents a comparison between
DWTSPD and the trusted keypoint detectors for two temporally adjacent low-detail video
frames and suggests two potentially beneficial approaches for integrating DWTSPD into
PTAM.
Chapter 4 discusses an existing visual navigation system for MAVs with downward-facing cameras that is best-suited for outdoor environments. A new ground stationbased visual navigation system is then presented that is intended for MAVs with frontfacing cameras moving through indoor environments. Chapter 4 closes with a demonstration of the capability of the visual navigation system through a simple vision-based semiautonomous control example. Finally, chapter 5 concludes this thesis with a recap of the
three preceding chapters as well as a discussion of future work.
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CHAPTER II
PARALLEL TRACKING AND MAPPING FOR MICRO AERIAL VEHICLES
2.1

Introduction
An extraterrestrial landscape, a deep cave on Earth, and parts of an ancient burial

structure are all environments that cannot presently be explored without endangering human life. Likewise, unstructured disaster areas, such as a burning or partially collapsed
building, the aftermath of a tornado, hurricane, or earthquake, and a combat zone are
dangerous environments that fire fighters, police officers, and military personnel must
currently navigate to locate and rescue injured persons. It is clear that in all of these domains, there is an unfulfilled need for an agile, adaptive, and physically scalable system
that can move autonomously through an enclosed area (e.g. underground or in a building).
2.2

Background
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are promising platforms for such applica-

tions. However, the size of traditional UAV platforms prevent them from operating in
many exploration and rescue scenarios. For example, the Predator Drone is a fixed wing
UAV with a wing span of approximately 16.8 meters that “weighs” approximately 814.2
kg when its 378.5 liter fuel tank is full [11]. It is hardly scalable or agile enough for the
careful analysis of the enclosed environments described above. In contrast, small and
lightweight UAVs, called Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs), are much more appropriate
platforms for these application domains. For example, the AR.Drone Parrot, shown in
4

figure 1.1 is a small (52.5 x 51.5 cm) battery-powered quad-rotor MAV that weighs only
420 grams when equipped with its protective indoor hull [12]. As sensor technologies
progress and continue to scale down in size and weight, future MAVs, such as the bioinspired platform discussed in [14], could lend themselves to exploration in increasingly
confined environments.
To exploit the amazing capabilities of a MAV requires providing it with the ability to navigate in enclosed environments. This leads to several classes of navigational approaches: a priori knowledge, sensors which provide 3-D measurements of the environment, or use of simple 2-D imagery.
A seemingly obvious solution is to simply have a priori knowledge of any environment through which a MAV must navigate. Naturally, if a map of the environment is
generated and stored beforehand, a MAV could use this to navigate through the corresponding area. However, there are multiple problems with this approach. For example, it
is a prerequisite of scientific exploration that the MAV be able to navigate through an
unknown, or previously unexplored area. Requiring a priori knowledge of the desired area would render this application of autonomous MAV navigation virtually useless as it
implies that the area must be explored beforehand. In the example of an early response
application, even if a three-dimensional (3-D) map of every building in a city could be
generated and stored, damage from a disaster renders the map almost nearly useless.
Classical simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms require 3-D
measurements of the world, taken from from sensor arrays (e.g. distance sensors), light
detection and ranging (LIDAR) systems, or stereo camera pairs. However, the physical
embodiment of these sensors are too large and heavy, causing the navigation platform to
lose efficiency and therefore, mobility. For example, the SICK LMS100 is a popular
5

LIDAR module that weighs roughly 2.425 pounds [13], while MAV platforms such as
the Dragonflyer X4 have a maximum payload capability of only slightly over half a
pound [19]. Likewise, in order to obtain the parallax required for building a map that is
on a human scale of perception, the cameras used for stereo vision must be spaced appropriately, causing the potential for sensor size reduction to be limited. Both of these concerns severely limit the capabilities of MAVs.
Therefore, we seek methods which make use of small, light on-board sensors.
Monocular SLAM (monoSLAM) is of interest for autonomous navigation research because it has the potential to allow a single sensor (i.e. a camera) to be used to provide a 3D mapping of the platform’s surrounding environment through computer vision techniques, which can then be used for relative localization. The computer vision community
sometimes refers to this general process as Structure From Motion (SFM) because the 3D mapping obtained through monoSLAM includes estimated relative distances between
the navigation platform and the keypoints, providing a sense of structure in the surrounding environment [1]. Naturally, monoSLAM provides greater physical scalability potential of MAV platforms for navigating through various environments. As camera technologies progress and reduce in size, MAV platforms utilizing monoSLAM can be reduced
in size proportionally without necessarily losing the benefit of human-scale parallax. This
is because monoSLAM achieves parallax through lateral translations, so the stereo initialization can be as well spaced as necessary to obtain the desired scale. Small MAV platforms are well suited for reconnaissance and exploration, where a small platform would
allow researchers to study regions that were previously unreachable.
An additional benefit of using monoSLAM for autonomous navigation is its independence from global positioning satellite (GPS) data for mapping. Given that
6

monoSLAM generates a 3-D mapping of the surrounding environment using keypoints
extracted from single camera imagery (see chapter 3), supplemental positioning data is
not strictly required for navigation. This gives monoSLAM the potential to be utilized for
autonomous navigation in subterranean, indoor, deep-sea, and extraterrestrial environments where access to GPS is unavailable.
Davison et al. pioneered the first monoSLAM algorithm [16] by assuming that
camera linear and angular velocities fall within a Gaussian distribution, then estimating
the camera’s pose and the location of features using an extended Kalman filter (EKF). By
tracking those features through subsequent camera frames, EKF-monoSLAM can build
confidence in the changing position and orientation of the camera, while also building
confidence in the location and orientation of the image features being tracked relative to
the camera. An improvement of this approach makes use of an inverse depth parameterization [17], which uses parallax to track distant or close points. In cases where absolute
scale is not necessary for navigation, [18] discusses another parameterization for the
EKF-monoSLAM algorithm that requires only that some appropriate scale factor be given at initialization. This process provides a much faster and simpler way to perform initialization than the EKF-monoSLAM method, which involves using a physical target
with known dimensions. The dimensionless monoSLAM parameterization can be applied
to EKF-monoSLAM and can also be applied in conjunction with the inverse depth parameterization.
Parallel Tracking And Mapping (PTAM) is an algorithm that was specifically designed for constructing virtual, augmented reality (AR) environments [3]. Ideally, one
could use PTAM to construct a map of the physical surroundings in a constrained environment and then populate this mapping with virtual objects. However, at its core, PTAM
7

is a monoSLAM algorithm and it is used in this work for its potential application to MAV
navigation.
The PTAM algorithm differs from traditional SLAM, as well as previous
monoSLAM methods in a subtle, but important way. While SLAM traditionally performs
localization and mapping simultaneously (i.e. within the same step), PTAM separates
these two threads of execution such that the localization (i.e. tracking) and mapping are
performed in parallel. This means that the map does not need to be updated at every step
when the camera pose estimation is updated, which results in a significant reduction of
unnecessary computation when no new area is being explored. Whenever previously unobserved salient regions are explored, new keypoints are extracted from the camera
frames and added to the map within the context of a new keyframe. These keyframes are
camera frames that represent the transition into a new region and are used to avoid processing of redundant keypoint data. A batch processing technique, known as Bundle Adjustment (BA), is periodically used to update keypoint location estimates. While BA is a
relatively expensive process, it can be used periodically without the loss of real-time performance because of the decoupling of the tracking and mapping processes and the use of
keyframes mentioned above [3]. Bundle Adjustment is discussed further in this context in
section 2.3.
Additionally, unlike other monoSLAM methods, PTAM does not use probabilistic Kalman filtering for localization or keypoint position estimation. Instead, PTAM uses
a particle filter during camera pose estimation because it is believed to provide improved
robustness to erratic camera movement. While this decision was originally made in consideration of AR applications with movement noise from a handheld camera, it is also
beneficial for mitigating the erratic movement of a MAV platform. The focus of [20] is a
8

comparison of filtering and BA and it explains the general purpose of filtering. Through
experimentation, the authors conclude that filtering may be the best approach when operating with constrained computational power, while optimization techniques, like BA may
be the best approach otherwise. It is advantageous that PTAM is able to use both filtering
and BA due to the decoupling of the tracking and mapping processes.
In [20], the performance benefits of using fewer frames (i.e. keyframes) to map as
many points as possible are discussed. The focus of [21] is then improving the robustness
of a keyframe-based monoSLAM tracking system to rapid camera motion using edgelets,
model-based 3D tracking, and image-based tracking. However, the method in [21] makes
no attempt to improve mapping robustness during rapid camera motions. For that reason,
this method is not very attractive for its potential application to autonomous navigation
for MAVs.
These visual SLAM methods perform localization and mapping using only interesting image features (i.e. keypoints). In contrast, [2] describes the Dense Tracking and
Mapping (DTAM) algorithm, which generates a dense “every-point” map that essentially
calculates a minimum-cost inverse depth for each point in every keyframe. DTAM uses a
large number of keyframes (10 or more) to avoid point occlusion and to reduce the effect
of illumination variance during inverse depth calculations. Once a dense map has been
built, tracking and camera pose estimation are done by using an alignment method between keyframes and a virtual camera model. To handle processing of such a large
amount of image data for real-time applications, DTAM is implemented with a graphics
processing unit (GPU), which provides a highly parallel computing architecture. This
works because DTAM’s cost minimization-based inverse depth calculation for each pixel
of every keyframe is highly parallelizable.
9

While DTAM may arguably be the most stable and robust choice for autonomous
navigation, PTAM was chosen instead because of the availability of an existing C++ implementation. Also, the fact that it uses keypoints makes it much less computationally
expensive. As mentioned above, DTAM would require a GPU for application in a realtime autonomous navigation system, while PTAM can execute in real-time on a standard
dual-core processor.
2.3

Method
The PTAM algorithm initializes by first detecting keypoints in the initial area

chosen by the user. This generates the first keyframe and its associated keypoints, which
have their own associated image patches for tracking. To add depth to the keypoints, the
camera is translated a small amount (assumed to be roughly 10 cm), the keypoints are
tracked from the initial point to the second point using a patch search, and the second
keyframe is added. At this point PTAM uses stereo vision, obtained from the two
keyframe camera poses, with the five-point algorithm and RANdom SAmple Consensus
(RANSAC) to triangulate the base map and transform the planar extracted keypoints into
3-D map points [3].
Once the base map has been generated, the tracking and mapping threads begin
full operation. The tracking system is primarily responsible for estimating and updating
the camera pose. For every frame, an image pyramid is built from four image resolution
levels (i.e. the full-resolution frame is at level 0 and each subsequent level is a halfresolution version of the last), sometimes referred to as scale octaves, and keypoint detection is performed at every level of the pyramid as illustrated in figure 2.1. Additionally, a
prior pose is estimated using a motion model that assumes that the camera is always
10

slowly decelerating. Using this pose estimate, relevant existing map points are first transformed into camera coordinates from global map coordinates, and then projected onto the
current camera image frame using a pinhole projection model. This projection model
supports radial distortion, which implies that wide-angle lenses can be used. This is good
because wide-angle lenses naturally improve keypoint detection by allowing light from
more of the physical space to be captured within a single camera frame. After the map
points are projected onto the current frame, the camera pose estimate is updated from
some of the coarsest-scale map point image patches that were successfully matched in the
frame. A final camera pose for the current frame is refined from the previous pose update
in a similar way using a larger number of finer-scale map points. This two-step camera
pose update procedure is used to further mitigate erratic camera motion.

Figure 2.1

PTAM pyramid with FAST keypoints at each level

After the base map is built, the mapping thread is primarily responsible for augmenting, maintaining, and adjusting the map. This includes the addition of new
keyframes, the conversion of new camera frame keypoints into global 3-D map points,
11

and the revision of keyframe-associated camera pose and map point locations through BA
and data association refinement. A new keyframe is added each time a particular set of
conditions has been met. Specifically, given that tracking quality is good, a new keyframe
is added by the mapping thread if more than twenty camera frames have been observed
since the last keyframe was added and the camera exceeds a minimum distance threshold
from the nearest preexisting map point.
Given that the tracking thread is subject to real-time constraints because it must
perform its operations for every frame, it may not have accurately matched all of the map
points that potentially belong in the current keyframe. As the mapping thread is not subject to these real-time constraints, it is able to more thoroughly re-project the map points
into the current keyframe and add the remaining successful matches to the associated list
of visible keypoints. At this point, the keypoints found in each pyramid level by the
tracking thread are reduced, such that only the most salient points are kept as map point
candidates. In order to fully convert these most salient points to 3-D map points, stereo
vision techniques are employed using corresponding pyramid levels from the new
keyframe and the nearest preexisting keyframe. Specifically, for each matching keypoint
found between the pyramid levels of these two keyframe views, triangulation is performed and the triangulated point is added to the map.
When new keyframes are not being added, the mapping thread is free to attempt
improvement of the map point positions, as well as the camera pose estimate associated
with each keyframe. To that end, one of the two techniques employed is BA, which essentially involves the minimization of an objective function with map point projection
error and standard deviation, as shown in equation 2.1. When an area that has already
been mapped is being navigated, global BA is performed using all points existing in the
12

map observed in every keyframe. However, as the map grows and over 150 keyframes
have been added, the computational expense of global BA also continues to increase [3].
At this point, global BA can require more than ten seconds to complete. Therefore, for
the purposes of achieving computationally tractable adjustment during exploration of new
areas, local BA is performed to adjust a subset of keyframes and their associated map
points. Specifically, the newest keyframe, along with its four nearest preexisting
keyframes and all of the map points observed in this set of keyframes are chosen for local
BA. This reduces the computation time needed to complete BA significantly, so that new
areas can continue to be explored without completely losing stability as the map grows.

arg min
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(2.1)

The other map improvement technique employed by PTAM is data association refinement. This process is given a low priority and only occurs when no new keyframes
are being added and all parts of the map have locally and globally converged via BA. Data association refinement essentially attempts to improve the quality of the map by measuring new map points in keyframes that have already been evaluated or by remeasuring
map points that were labeled as outliers. The points in the latter case are generally points
that were incorrectly measured by the tracking thread. These outlier points are remeasured across more keyframes using a tighter patch search region than that used by the
tracking thread. If this results in an appreciable quality improvement, these points are retained in the map; otherwise, they are discarded. It is worth noting that both BA and data
association refinement will be interrupted if a new keyframe is added at any point in time.
This implies that in order to preserve good map quality over time, a navigation system
13

relying on PTAM must intentionally spend time reexamining previously mapped areas
before moving on to explore new areas.
2.4

Results

To evaluate the metric accuracy of PTAM’s coordinate system, the position and
orientation reported by PTAM as the AR.Drone was placed at several known points were
compared with the actual location of these points. Accomplishing this task required modifications of PTAM to introduce a home coordinate frame and to report locations relative
to this frame. Specifically, two classes, called MAVHome and DataLogger, were added
with methods to initialize an arbitrary home coordinate frame and to log camera pose and
map data, respectively (discussed further in section 4.3).
Next, two experiments were performed. First, given that PTAM’s initialization
procedure assumes a translation of approximately 10 cm (as mentioned in section 2.3),
the drone was initialized with a 10 cm translation followed by pure translations of roughly 10 cm in all three dimensions. The second experiment involved a 10 cm translation
during initialization, then pure rotations about each of the three home coordinate frame
axes. Given that tracking out-of-plane rotational movements is more challenging for
PTAM, the second experiment also involves a larger amount of unmeasured translations
in all three dimensions before rotating the camera in order to build a better map through
the addition of a larger number of keyframes. Out-of-plane rotations are particularly difficult for PTAM because the keypoint detector used by PTAM (discussed in section 3.2)
does not produce descriptors that are robust for tracking during this type of rotation. Rotations about the x, y, and z axes are synonymously referred to as pitch, yaw, and roll
with respect to physical camera rotations.
14

world
The transformation matrix H camera is already used by the tracker to transform

points from the global coordinate frame to the current camera coordinate frame, so that
world
pcamera  H camera
pworld . Given that H world  H world at a time specified by the user, all future
home
camera

camera pose matrices can then be transformed to the home coordinate frame using



camera
world
world
H home
 H home
H camera
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(2.2)

Throughout the following experiments, the home-frame camera pose will be represented in tabular format as a position vector and an orientation. The orientation is represented as the angle by which the camera has been rotated about an axis, represented by
a 3-element axis vector, in the home coordinate frame and is computed as
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(2.3)

(2.4)

Equations 2.3 and 2.4 are borrowed from the axis-angle notation, which is commonly used in robotics. In these equations rij represents the element of the rotation matrix
found at index ij.
Before each experiment, the map must be initialized by indicating to PTAM the
beginning and end of a 10 cm planar translation. Figure 2.2 shows the video output by
PTAM after initialization with the base map grid and initial map points overlaid on the
video. From this figure, it is clear that the map points have been generated from keypoints that were extracted using the most interesting features in the visible scene. As de15

scribed in section 2.3, PTAM uses keypoints found in four scale octaves to build a map of
3-D points, which is what the color of each point indicates. That is, the red map points
correspond to the keypoints that were found in the full-resolution image frame (i.e. level
0), followed by yellow (level 1), green (level 2), and finally, blue map points correspond
to those keypoints that were found in the lowest-resolution image frame (i.e. level 3). The
results then follow intuition, given that the greatest number of points were found at the
most detailed scale and the lowest number of points were clearly found at the lowest
scale. The position of the base map grid represents the origin of the global map coordinate frame that is generated by PTAM’s initialization procedure. It is roughly parallel to
the wall exhibiting the majority of the interesting detail in the scene, which is the expected initialization behavior.

Figure 2.2

PTAM output after initialization
16

Figure 2.3 shows the PTAM map view of the 3-D data at the conclusion of the
first experiment. The base map grid shown in figure 2.2 is shown in figure 2.3 as the finer-scale segment of the larger grid. The colored map points shown in figure 2.2 are the
same as those shown in figure 2.3, as is clear from their visible structure, and the white
“X” on the surface of the base map grid is the 2-D projection of the camera’s current position onto the base map grid. The three coordinate frames with red, green, and white axes represent the camera pose with x, y, and z axes, respectively, at the moment that a new
keyframe was added to the map. For now, it is only important to note their orientation, as
it is the orientation of the home coordinate frame. That is, a movement to the left corresponds to a negative translation along the x axis, a movement forward corresponds to a
positive translation along the z axis, and a movement upward corresponds to a negative
translation along the y axis.

17

Figure 2.3

PTAM 3-D map view

After initialization, the first experiment begins with a translation back to the starting position, which is arbitrarily selected as the home location. At this point the homogeneous home frame transformation matrix is stored for this home pose so that it can be
used to transform all future camera pose matrices from the global coordinate frame to the
home coordinate frame. Table 2.1 shows the expected and measured position vectors and
the expected and measured orientation angle at the home position. As expected, the home
position vector is approximately the origin of the home coordinate frame, and the orientation angle (the angle between the current orientation and the home frame’s orientation) is
approximately 0 degrees. The initial error indicates a slight rotation, predominately about
the y axis, and can be attributed to jitter in the tracking thread’s pose estimation, as it is
relative to the limited map data that is already being refined by the mapping thread.
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Table 2.1

Camera pose at the home frame origin
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

0

0.0635

-

y (cm)

0

0.00451

-

z (cm)

0

0.00602

-

 (degrees)

0

0.0810

-

x (rotation)

0

0.167

-

y (rotation)

0

-0.753

-

z (rotation)

0

-0.138

-

The next step in the first experiment is a translation 10 cm along the -x axis. Ideally, this should only produce a change along the negative x axis; however, due to tracking error, and possibly imprecision in measuring the exact location of these points, table
2.2, shows that there is an appreciable millimeter-scale change in the y and z axes. However, on a centimeter scale of precision, they are approximately zero and most importantly, the x axis reflects a change of approximately 8.7 cm. Given the limited amount of map
data available at this point (only two keyframes have been added so far) and the fact that
MAV navigation will most likely occur on half-meter to meter-scale precision, this result
is a reasonably acceptable estimate of the actual metric distance that was translated.
While the orientation angle increased slightly, this could be due in part to PTAM error,
but also could be due to inaccurate placement of the drone produced after the translation.
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Table 2.2

Camera pose after 10 cm translation left
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

-10

-8.70

13

y (cm)

0

0.488

-

z (cm)

0

0.230

-

θ (degrees)

0

0.699

-

x (rotation)

0

0.818

-

y (rotation)

0

-0.573

-

z (rotation)

0

-0.102

-

The next step in this experiment is a movement forward, toward the initial base
map grid, by 10 cm. Based on the orientation of the home coordinate frame shown in figure 2.3, this should result in a positive translation along the z axis from the terminal position of the first translation. Like table 2.2, table 2.3 shows the position and orientation
angle (calculated with equation 2.3) of the camera after this movement. This movement is
slightly less accurate than the translation along the x axis. The physical movement forward by 10 cm was only interpreted by PTAM as a translation along the z axis by approximately 7.5 cm. This is not too surprising given that at this point, only two keyframes
have been added, so PTAM’s depth estimates for map points are entirely based on triangulation from the perspective of one stereo-pair. As expected, the x component of the
camera’s position has only changed by roughly a half of a centimeter, which is not too
significant, taking experimental error into consideration. Likewise, the orientation angle
has changed somewhat more significantly, but not so much as to cause failure in an autonomous navigation system.
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Table 2.3

Camera pose after 10 cm translation forward
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

-10

-9.15

8.5

y (cm)

0

0.648

-

z (cm)

10

7.54

24.6

θ (degrees)

0

1.57

-

x (rotation)

0

0.877

-

y (rotation)

0

-0.467

-

z (rotation)

0

-0.0899

-

The last significant step in this experiment involves moving the camera upward
approximately 10 cm from the terminal position of the second translation. This should
produce a 10 cm translation along the negative y axis given that the home coordinate
frame is oriented such that the y axis is pointing downward in physical space, as indicated
by figure 2.3. As shown in table 2.4, the upward translation of the camera results in a
negative translation along the y axis of the home coordinate frame of approximately 9
cm. The x and z components of the camera position vector remain reasonably consistent
at roughly -8.2 cm and 7.3 cm, respectively.
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Table 2.4

Camera pose after 10 cm translation upward
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

-10

-8.23

17.7

y (cm)

-10

-9.00

10

z (cm)

10

7.32

26.8

θ (degrees)

0

1.80

-

x (rotation)

0

0.329

-

y (rotation)

0

0.397

-

z (rotation)

0

0.861

-

As a final step for experiment 1, the camera is translated back to the initial home
position (and orientation) by reversing the three translations that lead to the pose at the
end of the third translation. Of course, the position should ideally be a zero vector at this
point and the orientation angle should be zero. More importantly though, one might initially expect that the position vector and orientation should at least be equivalent to the
camera position vector and orientation shown in table 2.1. However, although table 2.5 is
not identical to table 2.1, they do represent approximately the same pose.
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Table 2.5

Camera pose after returning to the home location
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

0

-0.214

-

y (cm)

0

0.240

-

z (cm)

0

0.108

-

θ (degrees)

0

0.751

-

x (rotation)

0

0.470

-

y (rotation)

0

-0.882

-

z (rotation)

0

-0.0251

-

Aside from tracking error, the values in table [return home_1] are not identical to
the values in table 2.1 because PTAM is continuously adjusting the map, as described in
section 2.3. Additionally, during the upward translation of the camera in this experiment,
a third keyframe was added by the mapping thread, as is clearly indicated by the three
camera coordinate frames shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4. This leads to additional adjustments to map point position estimates through triangulation between the second and third
keyframes. Although it is not a focal point for this research, it worth noting that the differences between table 2.1 and table 2.5 allude to the difficulties of loop closure in
SLAM, where loop closure is essentially the important task of determining whether an
autonomous system is in a completely new area, or if it is simply returning to an area that
it has visited before.
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Figure 2.4

Alternate 3-D map view

After initializing PTAM by translating the camera 10 cm from right to left, approximately 60 cm above the test platform, experiment 2 begins with storing a home coordinate frame after moving the camera down to the test platform. Table 2.6 shows the
position and orientation angle after initializing the home coordinate frame. As with the
first experiment, the position is approximately the origin vector and the orientation angle
is approximately zero degrees from the home orientation. At this point, the camera has
moved enough for PTAM to have added 14 keyframes.
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Table 2.6

Camera pose at home frame origin
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

0

-0.105

-

y (cm)

0

-0.00826

-

z (cm)

0

-0.0190

-

θ (degrees)

0

0.140

-

x (rotation)

0

-0.0392

-

y (rotation)

0

0.992

-

z (rotation)

0

-0.365

-

The camera is then moved into the first test position, approximately 24 cm to the
right of the origin of the home position, as shown in figure 2.5. As shown in table 2.7,
PTAM interprets this movement as a 14.6 cm translation along the x axis. In this case, the
reason for such a large error is probably the repetitive pattern in front of the camera being
used by PTAM to track keypoints and camera pose during this movement. This pattern is
essentially the same as the star pattern that can be seen in figure 2.2, but in a slightly different form, and without the additional hand-drawn shapes or checkerboard pattern. The
repetition of the star shapes in the pattern causes a somewhat noticeable map drift as the
camera moves, leading to significant error in pose estimation.
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Figure 2.5
Table 2.7

MAV camera in yaw test position
Camera pose after 24 cm translation right
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

24

14.6

39.2

y (cm)

0

0.153

-

z (cm)

0

-0.0435

-

θ (degrees)

0

1.37

-

x (rotation)

0

-0.00444

-

y (rotation)

0

0.999

-

z (rotation)

0

-0.0123

-

During the movement to the yaw test position 17 keyframes are added, so at this
point, additional unmeasured translations are performed along the x, y, and z axes to al26

low PTAM to add more keyframes and improve map point and pose estimates. Figure 2.6
shows the video output by PTAM after experiment 2 initialization with the base map
grid, initial map points, and some status text overlaid on the video. As indicated in the
image status text, 45 keypoints have been added at this point. The corresponding 3-D
map and keyframe pose estimates are shown in figure 2.7. The patterns from figure 2.6
can clearly be seen in the map view of figure 2.7, along with a history of the movements
described so far through the graphical representation of the keyframe-associated pose estimates.

Figure 2.6

PTAM output after initialization
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Figure 2.7

PTAM 3-D map after initialization

From this point, the rotation experiment begins at the yaw test position with a -20
degree rotation about the y axis of the home coordinate frame. As mentioned previously
in this section, PTAM struggles with this type of rotation because it involves a rotation
out of the plane where the map keypoints were found. As a result, PTAM interprets this
pure camera rotation as a combination of a rotation and a translation. As indicated by table 2.8, the -20 degree rotation is interpreted as a -17.3 degree rotation, primarily about
the y axis, and a 2.5 cm translation along the x axis as well as roughly 1 cm translations
along the y and z axes.
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Table 2.8

Camera pose after -20 degree rotation about y axis
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

24

12.0

50

y (cm)

0

-0.0130

-

z (cm)

0

-1.15

-

θ (degrees)

-20

-17.3

13.5

x (rotation)

0

0.107

-

y (rotation)

1

0.991

0.9

z (rotation)

0

0.0252

-

After rotating back to the home orientation, the next step is a -45 degree camera
rotation about the y axis, followed by a return to the home orientation, and then a 45 degree rotation about the y axis. Tables 2.9 and 2.10 show the results from these two rotations. Again, the two pure rotations are interpreted by PTAM as rotations combined with
translations. The translational error associated with both the positive and negative 45 degree rotations is greater. However, the orientation error associated with the positive 45
degree rotation is considerably greater than the orientation error associated with the negative 45 degree rotation. This is likely due to the fact that the positive 45 degree rotation
rotates the camera into a scene with less visual detail than the negative 45 degree rotation,
ultimately giving the tracker less information with which to update the pose estimate.
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Table 2.9

Camera pose after -45 degree rotation about y axis
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

24

9.88

58.8

y (cm)

0

-3.59

-

z (cm)

0

-6.76

-

θ (degrees)

-45

-40.8

9.3

x (rotation)

0

0.109

-

y (rotation)

1

0.994

0.6

z (rotation)

0

0.0115

-

Table 2.10 Camera pose after 45 degree rotation about y axis
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

24

29.7

23.8

y (cm)

0

7.47

-

z (cm)

0

1.07

-

θ (degrees)

45

35.3

21.6

x (rotation)

0

0.256

-

y (rotation)

1

0.965

3.5

z (rotation)

0

0.0315

-

An unsuccessful attempt was made to perform a 70 degree rotation about the y axis. During this rotation, PTAM lost tracking and had to recover by being rotated back to
the home orientation. Although it may be difficult to distinguish the orientations of interest from the others, figure 2.8 shows the graphical representation of the home orientation
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as the boldest coordinate frame, as well as the orientations of the camera that correspond
to the addition of new keyframes. The graphical representation of the orientation associated with the -20 degree rotation can be seen just to the left of the bold home orientation,
while the orientations associated with the 45 degree rotation and the failed 70 degree rotation can be seen just to the right of the bold home orientation coordinate frame. This is
image is intended to show, graphically, how PTAM interprets the pure yaw motions as a
combined yaw and translation.

Figure 2.8

Rotations from the home orientation

The next part of experiment 2 focuses on pure rotations about the z axis. First, the
camera is moved to the roll test position, which is approximately 10 cm to the right of the
yaw test position and 26 cm above the test platform. An image of the camera in the roll
test position is shown in figure 2.9. The pose represented by table 2.11, is achieved after
rotating the camera -45 degrees about the z axis, while table 2.12 shows the pose after a
45 degree rotation about the z axis. Although it appears that the x coordinate of the position vector is not significantly disturbed during these rotations, recall that the camera was
translated roughly 10 cm along the x axis from the yaw test position.
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Figure 2.9

MAV camera in roll test position

Table 2.11 Camera pose after -45 degree rotation about z axis
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

34

14.6

57.1

y (cm)

0

-8.16

-

z (cm)

0

-4.55

-

θ (degrees)

-45

-49.4

9.78

x (rotation)

0

-0.0496

-

y (rotation)

0

-0.0348

-

z (rotation)

1

0.998

0.2
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Table 2.12 Camera pose after 45 degree rotation about z axis
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

34

13.6

60

y (cm)

0

-7.70

-

z (cm)

0

-3.75

-

θ (degrees)

45

37.8

16

x (rotation)

0

0.0972

-

y (rotation)

0

0.0393

-

z (rotation)

1

0.995

0.5

While the rotations exhibit similar error to that of the yaw rotations, it is worth
noting that these are considered in-plane rotations and PTAM does not experience much
difficulty at all maintaining tracking during these roll tests. To demonstrate this, tables
2.13 and 2.14 represent the pose of the camera after a 180 degree rotation and a full 360
degree rotation, respectively. While there is still error associated with these rotations,
they are worth noting because such drastic out-of-plane rotations are not possible for
PTAM without complete loss of tracking.
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Table 2.13 Camera pose after 180 degree rotation about z axis
Expected

Measured

% error

x (cm)

34

26.7

21.5

y (cm)

0

-23.2

-

z (cm)

0

-2.49

-

θ (degrees)

180

180

0

x (rotation)

0

0.000201

-

y (rotation)

0

0.0110

-

z (rotation)

1

-0.975

2.5

Table 2.14 Camera pose after 360 degree rotation about z axis
Expected

Measured

% error

x (m)

34

24.7

27.4

y (m)

0

-0.150

-

z (m)

0

-0.0200

-

θ (degrees)

0

1.28

-

x (rotation)

0

0.746

-

y (rotation)

0

0.0412

-

z (rotation)

1

0.667

33.3

The last step of experiment 2 involves a rotation about the home coordinate fame
x axis. First, the camera is moved approximately 12 cm along the x axis from the roll test
position to the pitch test position, as shown in figure 2.10. After positioning the camera, a
positive 45 degree rotation about the x axis is performed. The orientation shown in table
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2.15 implies that PTAM performed acceptably during this out-of-plane rotation. However, as is reflected in the position error, PTAM completely lost track of the camera pose,
relative to the map, after this rotation. For that reason, no further rotations about the x
axis were performed.

Figure 2.10

MAV camera in pitch test position
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Table 2.15 Camera pose after 45 degree rotation about x axis
Expected

Measured

% error

x (m)

46

24.6

46.5

y (m)

0

-21.7

-

z (m)

0

5.31

-

θ (degrees)

45

40.6

9.78

x (rotation)

1

0.996

0.4

y (rotation)

0

0.0857

-

z (rotation)

0

-0.00770

-
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CHAPTER III
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM-BASED KEYPOINT DETECTION
3.1

Introduction

As discussed in section 2.2, many monoSLAM methods depend on keypoints extracted from camera imagery for localization and mapping. In general, keypoint extraction is the process of identifying visually distinguishable points in an image, based on
physical properties of the objects represented in the image. In this context, the purpose of
keypoint extraction is primarily data reduction. As proposed in [2], it is possible to use
every pixel in an image as a feature of interest for monoSLAM to improve the quality of
the map. While this dense-feature approach has the potential to provide large amounts of
useful data and a very desirable mapping of the surrounding environment, it is computationally expensive to track and update such a large number of features. On the other hand,
if there are too few points in the map, an autonomous system such as a MAV will not be
able to navigate effectively and a monoSLAM algorithm (such as PTAM) will lose functionality. For example, the FAST keypoint detection algorithm used by PTAM fails to
identify kepoints in regions with low detail, causing a loss of tracking. This chapter presents an alternative keypoint detection method, which can extract an acceptable number
of keypoints, even in areas of low detail.
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3.2

Background

The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) has become a commonly used
method for salient point detection [7]. It essentially produces scale space images by convolving the initial image with Gaussians at each scale. It then takes the difference of adjacent scale space images to produce difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) images. These DoG
images can be used to determine salient point candidates in a way that is both scale and
orientation invariant. These salient point candidates can be used with the image gradient
to assign location and orientation within the original image, thus resulting in salient
points that are associated with “interesting” features in the original image. Although SIFT
produces keypoints that are robust to a variety of image transformations, it is computationally expensive; a real-time implementation remains an active area of research [24].
The keypoint detection algorithm used by PTAM is called FAST (Features from
Accelerated Segment Test), which is essentially a corner detection algorithm [5,6]. That
is, keypoints are primarily extracted from features in the image that represent corners. In
areas that exhibit high detail and distinct regions of variability in the corresponding video
frames, FAST performs reasonably well and produces enough keypoints to generate a
sufficiently dense mapping that can be used for navigation via a monoSLAM algorithm,
such as PTAM. As its name implies, FAST is not as computationally complex as SIFT
and is appropriate for use in real-time systems. However, compared to SIFT, FAST is not
as robust to image transformations, such as in-plane rotations and changes in scale.
Although SIFT and FAST both provide a sufficient number of keypoints for a
monoSLAM-based system in visually high-detail environments, they do not tend to produce a sufficient number of keypoints for use in monoSLAM-based navigation in regions
that exhibit low detail, as demonstrated in section 3.4. For this reason, the remainder of
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this chapter discusses the theory and implementation behind the Discrete Wavelet Transform-based Salient Point Detector (DWTSPD). This keypoint detector is shown to produce a large number of keypoints in regions that exhibit relatively low detail and is presented for its potential use as a supplemental keypoint detection scheme in areas where
methods like SIFT and FAST fail to produce a sufficient number of points. The
DWTSPD implemented here was adapted from [4].
3.3

Method

The keypoint detection method discussed here is based on the discrete wavelet
transform (DWT). The DWT essentially works by halfband highpass and lowpass filtering a signal and then downsampling the halfband filtered signals by two. Halfband filtering is the process by which the cutoff frequency for both the lowpass and highpass filters
is chosen to be half of the maximum frequency in the signal. By performing this step,
each filtered signal contains half of the frequency content of the original signal. Assuming that the original signal is adequately sampled according to the Nyquist Sampling
Theorem, the halfband filtered signals initially have twice the number of samples necessary to satisfy the Nyquist condition. As a result, the filtered signals can be downsampled
by two without losing any additional information. This process reduces the temporal
resolution by half at each level because each filtered signal contains only half the number
of samples. It doubles the frequency resolution at each level because each filtered signal
has half of the bandwidth of the original signal, which effectively reduces the frequency
uncertainty by half [8].
This decomposition process is repeated recursively for the downsampled lowpass
filtered signal at each level until there are only two samples left at the final level. At each
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of the DWT decomposition levels, the samples of the downsampled highpass filtered sequences comprise the DWT coefficients for that level (resolution). Once the final level is
reached, the remaining two coefficients are concatenated with the coefficients in all of the
previous decomposition levels. This results in the DWT of the original signal, which has
N coefficients, corresponding to the N samples in the original signal.
The two-dimensional (2-D) DWT is very similar except each decomposition stage
involves two levels of filtering and downsampling. In the context of this research, the 2-D
signal (matrix) of interest is an image. First, the original image is halfband highpass and
lowpass filtered along the rows and then the lowpass and highpass filtered matrices are
downsampled about the columns (e.g. the odd indexed columns are discarded). The second level then involves halfband lowpass and highpass filtering the two row-filtered and
column-downsampled matrices along the columns and then downsampling each of the
four resulting matrices along the rows (e.g. discarding the odd-indexed rows). The matrix
resulting from the row and column lowpass filtering and downsampling is the approximation coefficients (CA) matrix. The other three matrices produced at each decomposition
stage are the details coefficients matrices, which represent details in the image along the
horizontal (CH matrix), vertical (CV matrix), and diagonal (CD matrix), respectively [9].
As its name implies, the CA matrix is essentially a scaled approximation to the original
image with half of the frequency information. To perform the DWT for multiple levels
(stages) of decomposition, the DWT is simply performed recursively on the CA matrix at
each level.
The DWTSPD algorithm, based on the algorithm described in [4] begins with the
application of the 2-D DWT (referred to simply as DWT for the remainder of this chapter). As discussed previously, the DWT can be performed recursively on the CA matrix
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of each level. This algorithm does so until it terminates at the lowest level, in which the
coefficients matrices have been decomposed down to a single pixel. At this point, the algorithm begins calculating saliency values using each of the CH, CV, and CD matrices at
each level of DWT decomposition, starting at the 2x2 level. Specifically, at this level, the
first pixel (at index 1,1) of each coefficients matrix (excluding CA) is chosen and the 2x2
region corresponding to this chosen pixel is found in the next level (the higher, 4x4 level). In this 2x2 region in the 4x4 level, the point with the maximum value is determined
and its 2x2 region in the next level (the 8x8 level) is found. Before entering the 8x8 level,
the sum of the initial chosen point in the 2x2 level and the maximum point in the 4x4 level is computed. After the maximum value is determined in the 2x2 region of the 8x8 level, it is added to the previously calculated sum and its 2x2 region in the next level (the
16x16 level in this example) is found. This process continues until the highest level, corresponding to the first level of DWT decomposition, is reached. An illustration of this
procedure is shown for a few levels in figure 3.1, obtained from [10].

Figure 3.1

Saliency Value Calculation, taken from [10].
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The final summation value over all of the levels is the saliency value, which is associated with a 2x2 region in the original image, as well as the initial chosen point in the
2x2 level. By beginning at a low-detail level and tracking a point up to the original image
through each increasingly detailed level, the saliency value is computed through the path
of highest variability, encoded in the DWT, from that low-level point up to the original
higher-detail image. This process is then repeated for each pixel in the lowest (2x2) level
and then, again for each pixel in every higher level. The lowest, single pixel level is not
used because it is too general and using it would simply result in every saliency value being larger by the amount of the single pixel at that level. There would be no change to the
relative differences of the saliency values, so it would not affect the operation of the algorithm significantly and is an unnecessary step of computation.
Once the above operation is complete, a saliency value is stored for each point in
each coefficients matrix at each level, along with the coordinates of the 2x2 region that
the saliency value is associated with in the original image (i.e. the salient region). At this
point, the image gradient magnitude is calculated over the original image, resulting in a
gradient magnitude map. This gradient map is then used to anchor the calculated salient
points to a specific point within the 2x2 salient region in the original image. Specifically,
the salient point within a 2x2 salient region is chosen to be the point with the highest gradient magnitude in that region. This allows for each salient point to be anchored at the
position with the highest image variability within its local salient region.
3.4

Results

The DWTSPD method is only a keypoint detector and does not produce descriptors for the keypoints extracted from images. Without descriptors, tracking cannot be
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performed between consecutive image frames to determine, categorically, whether or not
DWTSPD keypoints are robust to image transformations or how repeatable they are between frames. Instead, the results presented here are intended to suggest feasibility of
DWTSPD as a method for producing a sufficient number of keypoints for monoSLAMbased navigation in areas exhibiting low visual detail.
Figure 3.2 shows the keypoints resulting from David Lowe’s SIFT implementation for two consecutive frames in a region where the only visual detail is from subtle
wood grain features. In the first frame, SIFT finds only one keypoint in the wood grain.
The second frame results in an improvement to six keypoints, most of which are only anchored to the most salient regions, such as dark, distinctive notches in the surface of the
wooden plane. In an area like this, a monoSLAM algorithm would not be able to generate
enough map points for localization or tracking and a monoSLAM-based navigation system would be lost.

(a)
Figure 3.2

(b)

SIFT keypoints from wood grain

(a) First frame: 1 keypoint
(b) Second frame: 6 keypoints
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Likewise, the keypoints resulting from the application of FAST to the two consecutive wood grain image frames are shown in figure 3.3. For these image frames,
FAST produces a significant improvement over SIFT. In the first frame, FAST finds 64
keypoints, while in the second frame, FAST finds 69 keypoints. Although this is an improvement, many of these keypoints will not be reapeatable between image frames, so
only a fraction of them will result in trackable map points in a monoSLAM algorithm like
PTAM. In contrast, FAST tends to yield good performance in PTAM when there is
enough detail in an area to produce keypoints numbering in the thousands. When operating with FAST in a low-detail environment, such as that represented by the wood grain
images below, even slight perturbations can lead to PTAM failing, which would be detrimental to an autonomous navigation system.

(a)
Figure 3.3

(b)

FAST keypoints from wood grain

(a) First frame: 64 keypoints
(b) Second frame: 69 keypoints

The same wood grain image frames are shown in figure 3.4 with with keypoints
generated by DWTSPD. In terms of the number of keypoints found, DWTSPD performs
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much better than both SIFT and FAST. In both frames shown, DWTSPD finds roughly
370 keypoints that are anchored not only to some of the more distinct features in the
wood grain, but also to many of the more subtle features, such as transitions between
dark and light regions.

(a)
Figure 3.4

(b)

DWTSPD keypoints from wood grain

(a) First frame: 370 keypoints
(b) Second frame: 370 keypoints

While the repeatability of these keypoints has not been tested, one can infer from
these results that DWTSPD could improve the performance of a monoSLAM-based navigation system in areas exhibiting low visual detail. To that end, two potential uses are
are proposed here for PTAM: (1) when the number of FAST keypoints found falls below
a certain threshold (i.e. when there is little visual detail in the current scene), DWTSPD
could be used instead to attempt to increase the number of points in the map, or (2) similar to PTAM’s data association refinement described in section 2.3, DWTSPD could be
run as a low-priority task whenever nothing more important needs to be done (e.g. addition of new keyframes, BA). The latter method could improve the operation of PTAM in
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general as DWTSPD would be used in conjunction with FAST to produce map points
that may not have been found otherwise, in addition to the map points that are produced
using FAST keypoints. By making it a low-priority task, it would not interfere with the
core operation of PTAM and would only support map refinement, regardless of the level
of visual detail in the current scene.
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CHAPTER IV
VISUAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
4.1

Introduction

As described in section 2.1, there is a need for an agile, adaptive, and physically
scalable system that can move autonomously through an enclosed area. This chapter focuses on potential solutions for fulfilling that need through the design and implementation of a monoSLAM-based navigation system. Specifically, this chapter focuses on the
PTAM-based MAV navigation system implemented for use in the research performed by
MSU’s Robotics Research Lab.
4.2

Background

The system described in [22] is the precursor of the sFly system, implemented by
ETH Zurich’s Autonomous Systems Lab. This system uses a quad-rotor MAV with a
downward-facing wide-angle camera as the navigation platform and is tethered to a
ground station via a USB cable to feed video frames into the ground station and to receive control commands from the ground station. The ground station is running PTAM
and the control system, which uses PTAM data to hover and follow map reference points.
In that sense, this system is able to perform simple autonomous navigation in an unstructured environment. However, given that the MAV is physically tethered to the ground
station, it has limited mobility.
The aforementioned system has evolved into the current version of the sFly system, which is a visual-inertial autonomous navigation system that is intended for use in
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unstructured, GPS-denied environments. In the MAV system described in [23], PTAM is
modified to make mapping and localization computationally tractable for embedded onboard operation to avoid the need for a ground station. To that end, the sFly adaptation of
PTAM uses only a limited number of local keyframes, discarding all others that do not
correspond to the immediate region. It also only uses keypoints on all scales for tracking,
while using a reduced feature set from only the three highest (i.e. lowest resolution)
scales for mapping. Although these complexity reductions do allow for real-time onboard tracking and mapping, they also result in poorer pose estimation, which is why the
visual SLAM system is integrated with data from an inertial measurement unit (IMU).
This allows for an improvement of pose estimation quality through IMU velocity-based
heading estimation.
Thee sFly system is limited to operation in outdoor environments, unlike the system presented in this chapter. By using a downward-facing camera, sFly is able to avoid
the out-of-plane rotations (specifically, yaw) that are very difficult for PTAM, as demonstrated in section 2.4. However, this limits its ability to fully map the surroundings in an
indoor environment where it is likely that there are obstacles in its forward path that it
will not perceive. Additionally, as there is typically a wealth of visual detail in outdoor
environments, no work has been performed in improving keypoint detection in low-detail
indoor environments in [23]. While the system described in the next section does not integrate any such improved keypoint detection scheme, DWTSPD is presented in chapter
3 as a potential candidate for improving PTAM in low-detail, indoor environments.
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4.3

Method

The system implemented for this work uses an AR.Drone Parrot quad-rotor MAV
platform with a 90 degree field-of-view (FOV) front-facing camera. While it is not used
directly by this system, the AR.Drone Parrot has an onboard IMU that its embedded
Linux firmware uses for stabilization during normal flight. The software components of
this system execute on a ground station computer, which communicates with the MAV
through an IEEE 802.11g wireless link [12]. These software components are a modified
PTAM implementation, the AR.Drone MAV control program, and the Python Tkinter
graphical user interface (GUI), all of which are implemented as separate processes that
communicate directly with one another through named Unix pipes. All of the components
of the software system are executed by a Unix Bash (Bourne-again shell) startup script.
Although PTAM was not implemented for this research, parts of PTAM were modified
and augmented during the system design process. This ground station software system
was developed on Ubuntu Linux 11.04, which uses the Linux 2.6 kernel. Figure 4.1
shows the overall system architecture, which will be described in greater detail throughout the remainder of this section.
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Figure 4.1

System Architecture

Rather than attempt to integrate the MAV control architecture, based on Parrot’s
threading model, with PTAM’s dual-thread model, into a single process, interprocess
communication via named pipes allowed these two applications to run under their separate threading models. Specifically, the video pipe in Figure 4.1 transports video acquired
by the MAV to PTAM, while a control pipe writeable by either the GUI or PTAM provides a means to issue flight commands to the MAV. Finally, a command pipe allows the
GUI to pass on user commands to PTAM for execution.
A shell script initializes these pipes, first checking for the existence of the pipes
discussed above and directories on the system, then creating them if they do not already
exist. One of the directories that the startup script checks for, and creates as needed, is a
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data logging directory, which is used for storing captured video frames and any other data
to be used for post processing and analysis.
After the startup script handles any needed pipe and directory creation, it starts the
three software components of the system. The PTAM software, the core of the system, is
executed first, followed by the AR.Drone MAV control program, and then the Python
Tkinter GUI. The GUI is executed last so that the entire system will naturally terminate
whenever the GUI terminates. However, the PTAM and MAV control software do not
terminate properly at times, so the script finishes by killing any PTAM and MAV control
processes that may still be running before it terminates. A flow chart depicting the overall
behavior of the software system is shown in figure 4.2. For details on specific PTAM behavior refer to section 2.3.
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Figure 4.2

System Algorithm

The modifications to the object-oriented PTAM software include the implementation of new video source, command handler, data source, data logger, and MAV home
objects. The command handler includes instances of the two latter objects, while all of
the other objects, including the command handler, are members of the PTAM system
class. The methods within the video source object handle retrieving video from the source
device (e.g. a camera) and then generating gray-scale and RGB color frames for use in
PTAM’s keypoint and keyframe extraction, and display interface. In this case, the video
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source object has a method to retrieve video frames through a named pipe from the
AR.Drone MAV control program. Each video frame is stored in a video source data
member that can be accessed by certain PTAM objects.
The primary method in the command handler object interprets a command from
the Python Tkinter GUI via a command pipe and performs the appropriate operations for
that command. These commands provide external control for PTAM initialization and
data logging, where the command handler’s data logger object can store binary data files
and video frames, as well as recorded video in the data logging directory created by the
startup script. In addition, the data logger object provides a test procedure that is carried
out in conjunction with the Python GUI script to verify that basic data logging tasks (i.e.
vector and matrix recording) are being performed correctly. During this test procedure,
the data logger object test method creates a binary data file and writes a vector and a matrix with known values to the file. The command handler’s MAV home object has methods for storing an arbitrary home coordinate frame and transforming all future MAV pose
matrices from the global coordinate frame into the home coordinate frame, as described
in section 2.4.
The data source object has currently unused methods for sending data over a pipe.
This functionality is intended for future use and while it is not discussed further here, it is
worth noting because it is the reason for the data source object’s name. The methods that
are currently used provide some indirect autonomous control over the MAV using both
PTAM data and functions from the open computer vision (OpenCV) library. On the
PTAM data side, there is a data source method for calculating distances between the
MAV and all of the PTAM map points. These distances are provided in a sorted array.
Another method, called “TooClose,” then uses these sorted distances to determine if the
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N nearest point distances fall below a distance threshold. On the OpenCV side, there is a
method that takes each video frame and finds all of the pixels in the image that fall within
a color threshold. It then returns a binary gray-scale image that indicates where all of the
points of a certain color lie in the image. In the data source navigation method, if tracking
and mapping are good, the number of asserted pixels in the threshold image are counted
and this information is combined with the result of the “TooClose” method to determine
if a target has been reached. In other words, given that tracking and map quality are acceptable, the navigation method determines whether or not it is close to an object of a
certain color and, if so, identifies it as the target. Once the target has been identified, the
navigation method takes action by sending a control command across the control pipe.
Currently, it sends a control command indicating that the MAV should land.
The AR.Drone MAV control program is a multi-threaded program built on the
AR.Drone libraries and acts as an interface to the Parrot MAV. One of its two threads
makes use of the provided video stages to transmit every frame retrieved from the
AR.Drone platform to the PTAM video source through the named video pipe. Although it
is hidden from the user, the AR.Drone library functions handle all of the lower-level details involved in retrieving the video data, such as making the socket connection, assembling the video frames, and storing them in a buffer. The video frames must be assembled, because they are transmitted from the MAV in segments. The other thread is a control thread that receives high-level control commands over the control pipe and interprets
them to send corresponding flight commands to the MAV. The high-level control commands are instructions to take off, land, fly forward, backward, up, down, left, right, and
to perform yaw rotations (i.e. turn left and right). These commands are interpreted in a
simple, two-stage state machine for MAV safety. That is, each state corresponding to a
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flight command is executed and then, after a time delay, each flight command state finishes by setting the next state to hover. This keeps the MAV from flying too far in any
given direction and avoids violent collisions with the environment. For the high-level
forward, backward, left, and right movement control commands, the flight commands
actually directly control a normalized tilt angle about two of the MAV’s three axes (i.e.
pitch and roll). Likewise, for the yaw, or left and right turn control commands, and the
elevation control commands the flight commands set angular and linear velocities, respectively. These flight commands are further interpreted by the AR.Drone library as attention (AT) commands, such as those used by modems, for transmission to the MAV.
The last major component of the system is the Python Tkinter GUI. The GUI provides an interactive human interface to the system and primarily responds to button
presses and keyboard key press events by sending the appropriate commands over either
the command pipe or the control pipe. As shown in figure 4.3, the GUI has buttons to allow the user to perform map initialization (“Space Bar” and “Reset”), system termination
(“Quit”), on demand data logging (“Get Pose,” “Get Map Points,” “Log Data,” and “Continuous Logging”), frame capture (“Capture Frame”), video recording (“Record Video”),
home frame initialization and global-to-home pose transformation (“Init Home Frame”
and “Get Home Pose”), and autonomous control mode activation (“Navigate”). It also has
a label that responds to keyboard key press events when in focus for manual MAV control (i.e. “MAV Control”). In all of the variations of data logging, video frame capture,
and video recording, separate timestamped files for MAV pose data, 3-D map point data,
video frame images, and DIVX-encoded AVI video files are stored in the data logging
directory. The “Test Logger” button initiates the data logger test procedure mentioned
earlier in this section, which involves reading the vector and matrix stored in the test bi55

nary data file and verifying that they contain the expected values. The name of the “Space
Bar” button comes from the fact that PTAM’s video output GUI responds to a keyboard
space bar press to begin the map initialization procedure described in section 2.3. Likewise, the “MAV Control” label on the Python GUI responds to a keyboard space bar
press event by sending the same command that the “Space Bar” button sends over the
command pipe to initiate the PTAM initialization procedure.

Figure 4.3
4.4

Python Tkinter Graphical User Interface

Results

As described in the previous section, the added PTAM data source object has a
method that performs autonomous control tasks. As indicated in figure [system_asm],
this method is executed in the tracking thread. This section is intended to serve as a
demonstration of the capability of the visual navigation system to perform autonomous
navigation tasks through a simple vision-based semi-autonomous control example. In this
demonstration, the MAV takes off and is controlled manually with the keyboard via the
“MAV Control” label of the GUI. When the target is identified by the data source naviga56

tion method, it sends a control command to the MAV control program, causing the MAV
to land safely before colliding with the target. An image of the target is shown in figure
4.4.

Figure 4.4

Demonstration target

The demonstration begins with an enter key press that causes the MAV to take off
and PTAM map initialization is performed with the space bar while using the left and
right arrow keys to cause the MAV to move left and right along its x axis. Figure 4.5
shows the PTAM video output after this initialization is performed. The text within the
image gives several PTAM status indicators for tracking and mapping quality. In addition, some text related to the simple target identification criteria is shown, such as the
current calculated distance to the N nearest points and the number of target-color pixels.
For target identification in this demonstration, N is 5, the target color clearly falls within
a blue hue/saturation/value (HSV) range, the distance threshold that the 5 nearest points
must fall under is 30 cm, and the threshold for the number of blue pixels that must be observed is 300. The “Navigate” button on the GUI is pressed to allow the data source nav57

igation method to take control; however, as indicated by the status text in figure 4.5, the
target criteria have not yet been met, so the demonstration continues.

Figure 4.5

System test map initialization

After initialization, the MAV is translated slightly along each of the three camera
axes to allow PTAM to add more keyframes. This is performed using the up, down, left,
and right arrow keys to cause the MAV to move forward and backward along its z axis
and left and right along its x axis, respectively. Additionally, the up and down numeric
pad arrow keys are used to cause the MAV to move up and down in elevation along its y
axis. Figure 4.6 shows the map built by PTAM at this point, along with the current pose
estimate and pose estimates corresponding to the addition of keyframes.
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Figure 4.6

PTAM map and MAV pose estimates during system test

Once the map has been built, the final approach toward the target is made via
manual control, while the navigation method continues to monitor the target parameters.
Figure 4.7 shows the PTAM video output shortly after the target is found. As can be seen
in the status text, the estimated distances between the MAV and the five nearest points
(shown in meters) all fall well below the 30 cm distance threshold. Likewise, the number
of “blue” pixels found in the video frame is well above the target threshold of 300 pixels.
Therefore, as indicated by the terminal output of figure 4.8, the target is found by the
navigation method and a control command is issued to the MAV control program to
cause the MAV to land. This concludes the visual navigation system test.
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Figure 4.7

PTAM output during system test target identification
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Figure 4.8

Terminal output during system test target identification

While PTAM does struggle with out-of-plane pitch and yaw rotations, it is still
found to be manageable to maintain proper PTAM operation during MAV flight. Pitch
rotations are not a significant problem because they are mostly avoidable throughout indoor MAV navigation scenarios. Only very slight MAV pitch ever needs to occur when
moving forward or backward and this does not disturb PTAM significantly. MAV yaw
rotations on the other hand, are very necessary during any reasonable indoor navigation
scenario. However, while pure yaw rotations are difficult for PTAM, the equivalent effect
can be achieved without losing good tracking performance through a careful combination
of rotations and translations. A typical turn scenario may involve translating right, back-
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ing up to allow the MAV camera to capture more area, translating left, and then pivoting
right (i.e. clockwise about the vertical y axis).
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1

Conclusions

In this thesis, the Parallel Tracking and Mapping algorithm is described in detail
for its ability to generate 3-D map point data and MAV pose estimates for an autonomous
navigation system within real-time constraints using only a single camera for environmental sensing. Through experimentation, the metric properties of 3-D PTAM camera
pose estimates are compared directly with physical measurements of MAV translations
and rotations. In general, PTAM performs tracking relatively well during purely translational movements and in-plane rotations (i.e. roll). While it can cope with minor out-ofplane rotations (i.e. pitch and yaw), PTAM is shown to struggle to maintain tracking during any pitch or yaw rotations of 45 degrees or more. Furthermore, although PTAM is
able to maintain tracking during purely translational movements, its metric estimate of
traveled camera distance is shown to differ from the actual distance traveled by as much
as 39.2% when the region being used for tracking has a visually repetitive pattern. However, overall, the use of PTAM is a promising approach that is found to be a reasonable
keypoint-based visual mapping and localization algorithm for centimeter-scale autonomous MAV control.
Empirically, one of the significant shortcomings of PTAM for an autonomous
navigation system is its tendency to lose tracking in areas that exhibit low visual detail
due to its use of the FAST corner detector. A potential improvement to PTAM in low63

detail environments is presented through the implementation of the discrete wavelet
transform salient point detector. Though DWTSPD is not integrated into PTAM here and
frame-to-frame tracking is not tested due to lack of descriptors, it is shown to provide a
potential improvement over FAST with respect to the sheer number of keypoints provided given video frames with subtle visual features (i.e. wood grain).
Finally, a multiprocess, multithreaded ground station software system is presented
for semi-autonomous visual MAV navigation. Through the use of named pipes, interprocess communication allows the separate multithreaded MAV control C program, the object oriented, multithreaded PTAM C++ software, and the event-driven Tkinter GUI Python script to function together as components of the visual MAV navigation system. By
combining OpenCV color detection with PTAM distance calculations between the MAV
and 3-D map points, semi-autonomous control of a MAV is achieved using only data extracted by a single camera (aside from IMU-based stabilization performed by MAV
firmware). This is done by simply injecting control commands into the same control pipe
being used by the GUI for manual MAV control. In this way, the autonomous control
method can take over control of the MAV when a target is visually identified.
5.2

Future Work

In order to achieve robust fully-autonomous navigation through constrained, GPSdenied environments, further work must be done to improve vision-based localization and
mapping. To that end, improved mapping in low-detail environments should be pursued
through the full integration of DWTSPD into PTAM using the suggested approaches described in section 3.4. Integration of DWTSPD will also require the addition of de-
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scriptors for the keypoints that it produces so that the keypoints can be tracked between
video frames.
As shown in [23], tracking can be improved by using IMU data to adjust PTAM
pose estimates. While the firmware running on the AR.Drone Parrot MAV used by the
visual navigation system presented in this thesis does exploit its onboard IMU for stabilization, IMU data was not used directly in any way by this system’s ground station software. Therefore, work should be done to integrate IMU data into PTAM to improve
tracking through corrected pose estimation. This would very likely yield significant tracking improvements during MAV yaw rotations, which are currently difficult to perform
without losing acceptable tracking performance, though they are nonetheless necessary
for a robust autonomous MAV navigation system.
Another modification to the system that would almost certainly yield improvements to tracking performance, especially during yaw rotations, is a wider FOV camera
for the MAV. This would likely help because with a ~180 degree FOV camera, before a
yaw rotation is made, PTAM would be able to add points to the map corresponding to
regions that will fall into the center of the camera view after the yaw rotation. Essentially,
a wider FOV camera would expand the visible plane radially, creating more overlap between the current visible plane and the post-rotation visible plane, so that yaw movements would not rotate the MAV camera into completely unmapped regions during relatively small turns. Naturally, this would have the added benefit of allowing PTAM to
map a larger area for each video frame.
Dense Tracking and Mapping yields very attractive localization and mapping performance, as shown in [2], and should be explored as an alternative to PTAM. In order
for the visual navigation system to operated in real-time with DTAM, it must be imple65

mented to execute on a GPU. However, because DTAM estimates an inverse-depth for
each point in every frame, a keypoint detector is not necessary. As a result, DTAM would
likely not experience the tracking problems that PTAM has with low-detail environments.
In general, obstacle avoidance would become much simpler as solid objects in space are
completely mapped by DTAM. In contrast, a broad object with little surface detail may
appear to be something that can be flown through, rather than around or over, by an autonomous obstacle avoidance algorithm using sparse PTAM map data.
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